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Audi Lease Offers

Lease the 2018 Audi A4 Quattro for $459 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $2,900 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. Security deposit waived. Stock #A6917. To qualified credit. Must finance thru
AFS. Expires 9/30/2018. 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q3 SUV for $379 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $2,900 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. Security deposit waived. Stock# 6619 . To qualified credit. Must finance thru
AFS. Expires 9/30/2018. 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q5 SUV W/ TECHNOLOGY VALUE PACKAGE for $459 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $4,500 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. Security deposit waived. 2018 Audi Q5 Premium with Technology Value
Package. STK A6893 . To qualified credit. Must finance thru AFS. Expires 9/30/2018. 

Lease the 2018 Audi Q7 3.0T SUV PREMIUM PLUS for $699 per month!*

*36 month / 10,000 miles per year lease. $5,669 due at lease signing. Tax, title, license, acquisition
and services fees extra. Security deposit waived. 2018 Audi Q7 3.0T Premium Plus STK A6828. To
qualified credit. Must finance thru AFS. Expires 10/01/2018. 
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Mercedes-Benz Manager Specials

Lease the 2018 Mercedes-Benz GLE350 4MATIC SUV for $499 per month or $8,000 off MSRP*

*36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease. Cash due at signing includes $2,599 capitalized cost
reduction, $795 acquisition fee, first month's lease payment of $499, plus title, taxes, registration,
license fees. Offer expires 9/30/2018.

Stock #M4067. MSRP $61,310. Sale Price $52,923.

 

Lease the 2018 Mercedes-Benz GLA250 4MATIC SUV for $449 per month or $8,000 off MSRP*

*36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease. Cash due at signing includes $1,000 capitalized cost
reduction, $795 acquisition fee, first month's lease payment of $449, plus title, taxes, registration,
license fees. Offer expires 9/30/2018. 

Stock #M4110. MSRP $40,750. Sale Price $38,565.

 

Lease the 2018 Mercedes-Benz C300 4MATIC SEDAN for $499 per month or $3,000 off MSRP*

*36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease. Cash due at signing includes $1,000 capitalized cost
reduction, acquisition fee, first month's lease payment of $499, plus title, taxes, registration, license
fees. Offer expires 9/30/2018.

Stock #M4107. MSRP $45,925. Sale Price $42,745.

 

Lease the 2018 Mercedes-Benz E400 4MATIC COUPE for $699 per month or $12,000 of MSRP*

*36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease. Cash due at signing includes $1,000 capitalized cost
reduction, $795 acquisition fee, first month's lease payment of $699, plus title, tax, registration, license
fees. Offer expires 9/30/2018.

Stock #34404. MSRP $74,315. Sale Price $62,315.

 

$6,000 off MSRP on the 2018 Mercedes-Benz GLC43 AMG 4MATIC*

Stock #M4025. MSRP $75,505. Sale Price $69,505. Offer expires 9/30/2018.
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$10,000 off MSRP 2017 Sprinter and Metris Explorers

2017 Mercedes-Benz Metris Passenger Explorer Luxury Van - $52,210

Stock #'s: 9711, 9717, 9718, 9740.

2017 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Luxury Van by Explorer - $67,156

Stock#: 9715.

*Prices listed have applied discount.
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Did You Know That We Have FOUR Body Shop
Locations???

Go to zimbrickbodyshop.com to see all of our locations and find the one nearest you!
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Success at the 2018 Zimbrick Open to Benefit the
United Way

We had perfect weather on Sunday, September 9th for the Zimbrick Open at the Oaks Golf Course.
There were 108 golfers in attendance. Congratulations to the winners - Shane Andreee, Sarah
LaBerge, Patrick Muranyi, and Erin Mach.

We raised $4,000 for the United Way of Dane County! Thank you to everyone who participated and
volunteered!
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Vehicle Preview: 2019 Audi A8
The all-new Audi A8 model offers a preview of the automotive
industry’s future

For a vehicle to stay relevant in the modern market, it needs to evolve to keep up with advancements
in the automotive world. However, there are certain models that exceed these expectations and
instead create benchmarks other vehicles aspire to. The 2019 Audi A8 is one such model thanks to its
revolutionary design and plethora of advanced technologies.

An elegant design

Audi has always been renowned
for the inherent beauty of its
vehicles, but that doesn’t mean it
doesn’t know when to update one
of its models. The 2019 Audi A8
represents the advent of a new era
of Audi design. It features a fresh
new front fascia, complete with the
signature Singleframe® grille. The
2019 A8’s new look is also
practical: The HD Matrix headlights
will improve your overall driving
experience by brilliantly illuminating
the path ahead.

Offering the best tech

One of the most important ways a
vehicle can stay relevant is through
its technology. The 2019 Audi A8 is
set to feature some of the
industry’s most advanced infotainment systems. Most modern vehicles are equipped with
touch-screen technology. The 2019 A8 will feature intuitive Audi MMI® touch response, which
includes innovative gesture controls for the driver to use. All of the Audi A8’s incredible features are
easily accessible through the virtual cockpit, where you will be able to connect with your favorite apps,
navigate your next course or fill the cabin with your favorite music.

Making every drive more enjoyable

At its best, driving can be truly thrilling, and at its worst, the activity can be something of a chore.
Audi’s suite of driver-assistive technologies ensure you can enjoy more of what you love about driving
without encountering the less than thrilling aspects. The 2019 Audi A8 utilizes technology like its
virtual 360-degree cameras to provide an overhead view of the vehicle and will alert you of any
potential obstacles while parking. Working in tandem with the virtual cameras is Audi pre sense® 360,
which takes the tech even further and adds lasers, sensors, radar, and sonar to help you keep an eye
on the road ahead.

The future of the automotive industry is close at hand, with the 2019 Audi A8 making its market debut
very soon.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Mercedes-Benz Lease Offers

Lease the 2018 GLC 300 4MATIC® for $479 per month.  

36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease.  Incoming unit.

Available only to qualified customers at participating authorized Mercedes Benz dealers through
Mercedes Benz Financial Services through 9/30/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross
capitalized cost of $43,126. Includes destination charge.  Excludes title, taxes, registration, license
fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options. Total monthly payments equal $17,244. Cash
due at signing includes $3,219 capitalized cost reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease
payment of $479. Total payments equal $21,258. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit
required. 

Click here for more information. 

Lease the 2018 GLE 350 4MATIC® for $619 per month. 

36 months / 10,000 miles per year lease.  Incoming unit.

Available only to qualified customers at participating authorized MercedesBenz dealers through
MercedesBenz Financial Services through 9/30/2018. Advertised lease rate based on a gross
capitalized cost of $57,196. Includes destination charge.  Excludes title, taxes, registration, license
fees, insurance, dealer prep. and additional options. Total monthly payments equal $22,284. Cash
due at signing includes $4,399 capitalized cost reduction, $795 acquisition fee, and first month’s lease
payment of $619. Total payments equal $27,478. Subject to credit approval. No security deposit
required. 

Click here for more information. 
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Great Prices on Remaining 2018 In-Stock Porsche
Sports Cars

2018 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe. Stock# P1243.

2018 Porsche Panamera 4S AWD. Stock# P1258.

2018 Porsche 718 Cayman S Coupe. Stock# 1180 and 1170.  
2018 Porsche Panamera Turbo AWD. Stock# 1162. 
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Audi Manager Specials

2018 Audi A5 CAB STK 6695. $4,000 OFF MSRP PLUS $2,000 AFS BONUS CASH!*

*STK 6695 only. Must finance or lease through AFS. To qualified buyers. Ask your Audi Certified
sales consultant for details including possible additional incentives. Offer ends 9/30/2018.

2018 Audi TTS COUPE STK 6412. $5,000 OFF MSRP!

Must finance or lease through AFS. To qualified buyers. Ask your Audi Certified sales consultant for
details including possible additional incentives. Offer ends 9/30/2018.
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Used Car Hotlist 

2013 Audi Q7 Premium Plus - $22,900

Stock# 34686. Click here for details.

2018 Audi Q7 2.0T Premium - $49,000

Stock# 34744. Click here for details.

2018 Audi Q7 3.0T Prestige / Driver Assist - $63,000

Stock# 34762. Click here for details. 

2017 Mercedes-Benz C300 4MATIC Sedan - $39,500

Stock # 34246. Click here for details.

2017 Mercedes-Benz E300 4MATIC Sedan Specials

Stock #'s 3600, 3690, 3697, 3760, 3791.

2014 Mercedes-Benz C350 4MATIC COUPE - $19,900

Stock# 34758. Click here for details.

2018 Mercedes-Benz GLE43 AMG 4MATIC COUPE - $74,900

Stock# 34594. Click here for details.
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Mercedes-Benz Tire Special

Save up to $150 on a new set of tires!*

Offer valid September 1 - October 31, 2018. 

Click here for details and to request an appointment.
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Less Than One Month Until Oktoberfest! 
Save the date - October 11, 2018

Stop in at Zimbrick European on October 11th,  5:30 - 7:30 PM to see what each of our brands have
coming up in 2019!

RSVP by Monday, October 8 to European@zimbrick.com or 608.258.4000. 

Audi will have a great selection of 2018 models. 

Porsche will have the 2019 Cayenne in stock and on display. 

Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vans will be showcasing the 2019 Sprinter. 

Attendees will have the opportunity to register for the Mercedes-Benz Guest Appreciation Program. 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Porsche Panamera Design
Explore the 2018 Panamera’s exceptional design, from the body to
the engine

Porsche released a redesigned Panamera sedan for the 2017 model year. Even in 2018 model year,
the premium sedan still impresses with its strong design aspects.

Advancing the powertrain

Porsche prides itself on
continuously improving and
updating its engines, and thus the
Panamera possesses a
significantly advanced new
generation of engines. In particular
is the all-new, twin-turbocharged
V6 engine used in the Panamera
4S, which holds a number of
improvements over the previous
version.

The new V6 is lighter and more
compact than its predecessor. The
twin turbochargers are now placed
in between the cylinder banks — in
the valley of the “V” — which
speeds up turbo response as the
exhaust stream has to travel a
shorter distance to reach the
turbochargers. In addition, the new
engine makes use of updated design choices like a central fuel injector in the combustion chamber,
which better optimizes the mixture of fuel and air to produce more power while using less gasoline.

Performance enhancements

Porsche has also put much of its design prowess into fine-tuning how the Panamera moves. The
driver-centric layout offers a thrilling ride through optional chassis technologies like the new adaptive
air suspension with three-chamber technology, which can hold 60 percent more air than its
predecessor.  The Porsche 4D Chassis Control system assembles all the driving dimensions,
including the pitch, roll and yaw, then computes the optimum driving chassis system settings.

Sleek exterior design

The advanced design of the 2018 Porsche Panamera employs particular body lines to make the
sporty sedan look more like a two-seat coupe. The design contributes a long, rounded roofline,
following from the very rear of the Panamera to the hood; clear, rounded body transitions; and a
sharp, athletic silhouette.

As you would expect from a Porsche, every design detail of this premium sedan has been considered.
Careful scrutiny makes sure that performance, comfort and body style are all perfectly in sync.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Multiple Wins for Mercedes-AMG® Motorsport
Customer Racing Teams 
Mercedes-AMG® entries recently secured four of the top six places
at Lime Rock Park

On July 21, Mercedes-AMG® Motorsport Customer Racing teams earned Mercedes-AMG® GT4 its
best performance yet during the first season of the IMSA Continental Tire SportsCar Challenge
series. Four Mercedes-AMG® Motorsport Customer Racing teams ranked in the top six places during
the two-hour race at Lime Rock
Park. 

Co-drivers Hugh Plumb and Owen
Trinkler secured the crowning
achievement of a first place win in
the No. 46 TeamTGM
Mercedes-AMG® GT4. Trinkler
started in the No. 46, maintaining a
solid spot in second place until
approximately the halfway mark.
Plumb took the driver’s seat at this
point to carry out a successful
second half of the race and gain
their victory. This was the first race
won in North America for the
Mercedes-AMG® GT4 and the first
for TeamTGM in the IMSA
Continental Tire series

Trinkler expressed pride in the win
as well as anticipation of the car’s future wins. “Mechanically, the Mercedes-AMG® GT4 has been
awesome. The car has […] never hiccupped on anything, and if it keeps doing that the next four
events we will be in contention when we come to Road Atlanta."

Besides the first-place victory, the Mercedes-AMG® Motorsport Customer Racing teams also took
four other spots in the top six at Lime Rock Park. Co-drivers Eric Foss and Jeff Mosing garnered an
additional win for the Merecedes-AMG® Motorsport Customer Racing teams by coming in fifth place
in the Murillo Racing No. 56. Indy Dontje and Bryce Ward improved 15 race positions from 17th place
by coming in second place in the No. 57 Winward Racing/HTP Motorsport entry. Russell Ward and
Damien Faulkner secured sixth place for the Winward Racing/HTP Motorsport entry.

We congratulate Mercedes-Benz for these recent wins at the IMSA Continental Tire SportsCar
Challenge series. With such high-performing entries, Mercedes-AMG® Motorsport Customer Racing
teams are poised for more triumphs in the months ahead.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
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Phone Number:
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